
DIVING

valid from 1st January 2013

1 - 5 dives in total $ 65

6 - 14 dives in total $ 60

15 dives or more in total $ 55

suppliment 15l tank $ 5

suppliment guided night dive $ 10

suppliment guided early morning dive $ 10

single dive trip also apply for a no-diving passenger $ 20

two tank dive trip also apply for a no-diving passenger $ 30

full day trip incl. breakfast & lunch and also apply for a non-diver $ 175

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

mask complimentary complimentary $ 50

snorkel complimentary complimentary $ 20

fins complimentary complimentary $ 50

prescription mask 15$  75$     $ 400

bcd 10$  50$     $ 250

regulator set 10$  50$     $ 350
dive computer 10$  50$     $ 250
shorty wetsuit 10$  50$     $ 150
complete set $ 35 175$   
spg/octopus/hose single piece 5$    25$     $ 100
u/w torch per dive 10$  (per dive) n/a $ 300

uw digital camera - half day $ 60

uw digital camera - full day $ 80
additional cd/dvd copy $ 10

$ 1000
digital photo download service $ 30

GENERAL POLICY

please note that all quotations are subject to change without prior notice

all prices are per person and in US dollars and are subject to 10% service charge and 8% T-GST

all activities cancelled after 18:00 on the day before will be charged 50% of the price

cancellations on the same day will be charged full

all dives and inwater activities are weather and sea condition permitting

use of nitrox is complimentary and is subject to availability

SUB AQUA DIVE CENTER Conrad Maldives Rangali Island

DIVES sing dives including tank and weights only

UNDERWATER DIGITAL CAMERA RENTAL (including 1 cd copy of your photos)

DHONI TRIPS (per person per trip including towel and water

NOTE: diving with a dive computer is compulsory

NOTE: diving with a dive computer is compulsory

per day per week lost/damage

up to 5 hours within 08:00 - 18:00

up to 9 hours within 08:00 - 18:00

lost/damaged uw digital camera
per cd



COURSE

valid from 1st January 2013

s.a.s.y (for children 5-7 years) 1 session (1-1.5 hours) $ 100

bubblemaker (for children 8-9 years) 1 session (1-1.5 hours) $ 100

try scuba diving (10 years and above) briefing and a dive (2-2.5 hours) - credited towards owd course $ 150

additional try scuba diving available only after completing try scuba diving $ 120

discover snorkeling briefing and an inwater session (1.5-2 hours) $ 100

scuba diver * 2-3 days $ 400

open water diver * 3-4 days $ 600

sd to owd upgrade * 2-3 days $ 400

owd course refferal (per session) * 1/2 day $ 95

scuba skills update (refresher dive) 1/2 day $ 150

ssi/padi adventure single dive 1/2 day $ 100

ssi/padi specialty diver * 2 dives + theory 1-2 days $ 195

ssi advanced adventurer * 2-3 days $ 400

ssi specialty stress & rescue * 2-3 days $ 600

padi adventure diver * 1-2 days $ 270

padi advanced open water * 2-3 days $ 400

padi emergency first responder * 1 day $ 270

padi rescue diver * 4 days $ 800

nitrox diver * 1/2 day $ 180

GENERAL POLICY

please note that all quotations are subject to change without prior notice

all prices are per person and in US dollars and are subject to 10% service charge and 8% T-GST

all activities cancelled after 18:00 on the day before will be charged 50% of the price

cancellations on the same day will be charged full

all dives and inwater activities are weather and sea condition permitting

use of nitrox is complimentary and is subject to availability

theory only

24 hours surface interval is required before any flight (including sea plane)

rental equipment, boat fee and certification fee are not included to above course prices, unless mentioned otherwise

* SSI certification fee of US$ 100 or PADI certification fee of US$ 150 to be paid on spot

incl. required equipment, 1lesson or theory

SUB AQUA DIVE CENTER Conrad Maldives Rangali Island

EXPERIENCE PROGRAM FOR NON-DIVERS including required equipment

COURSES to become a diver

incl. required equipment, 5 lessons + theory

incl. required equipment, 9 lessons + theory

incl. required equipment, 5 lessons + theory

6 lessons + theory

3 dives + theory

COURSES to refresh and/or upgrade your skills and experiences

3 dives + theory

5 dives + theory

1 dive + theory

4 lessons + theory

1 lesson + theory

5 dives + theory



SPEED BOAT TRIP

PRIVATE CHARTER & GUIDE

PHOTO & VIDEO

SUB AQUA DIVE CENTER Conrad Maldives Rangali Island

single dive trip 1 dive (tank and weights only), towel and water $ 150

two tank dive trip 2 dives (tanks and weights only), towel and water $ 250

whale shark snorkeling trip $ 200

whale shark snorkeling trip children under 12 years old $ 100

speed boat charter $ 300

private guide per dive $ 300

additional diver for a pvt. guide $ 100

private guide for no-diving trip $ 300

try scuba diving $ 300

single dive or snorkeling trip $ 300

two tank dive trip $ 550

full day trip $ 750

one hour photo shoot $ 300

extra photos (edited) $ 100

all photos all other photos from your 300+ unedited photos $ 100

express service surcharge $ 150

GENERAL POLICY

please note that all quotations are subject to change without prior notice

all prices are per person and in US dollars and are subject to 10% service charge and 8% T-GST

all activities cancelled after 18:00 on the day before will be charged 50% of the price

cancellations on the same day will be charged full

all dives and inwater activities are weather and sea condition permitting

use of nitrox is complimentary and is subject to availability

PRIVATE UNDERWATER FILMING

PRIVATE TRIP & PRIVATE GUIDE

per hour

max. 3 divers, up to 3 hours trip

per dive, per additional diver
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SPEED BOAT DIVE TRIP minimum 4, maximum 8 divers

max. 6 snorkellers, up to 3 hours trip

departure on the following day of photo shoot

WHALE SHARK SNORKELING TRIP minimum 6, maximum 12 snorkelers

encountering with a whale shark is NOT guaranteed

for a private trip of longer than 3 hourse, a minimum of 2 dives will be charged

including 60 high resolution JPG photos on a CD

additional 50-60 photos from your photo shoot

PRIVATE ISLAND PHOTO TOUR


